In this paper we present a new algorithm, in the secant methods family, for solving equations of the form g(z) » 0, where g : *\ •*• v\ 3 is twice continuously differentiable and its Jacobian matrix -g(z)
is invertible. Under mild assumptions, our algorithm will converge to a solution z, irrespective of whether the initial guess zQ is a good approximation to z or not. After a few iterations, our algorithm requires only two function evaluations per iteration and the iterates i T z. which it constructs satisfy 0z± -zll £ K6 nfor all i>iQ, K>0, 6 G (0,1), with t being the unique positive root of t -t -1 » 0. By (9.2.8) in [6] , 1 < t < 2 and t + 1 as n •*•°°. Hence the efficiency of our algorithm, n, defined as the ratio of rate (xn) to the number of function evaluations per iteration, is seen to be Tn/2n, and hence 4-< n < -. We note that the efficiency of the Newton method is 2n n 2/(n +n) and hence that our method is considerably more efficient than Newton's method, especially when n is large. The superiority of our method is in fact even greater, because of the much smaller cost involved
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in matrix inversions.
The algorithm in this paper utilizes four ideas, represented by the sequential secant methods of Wolfe [9] and Barnes [4] , the results for secant methods based on consistent approximations in Section 11.2 of Ortega and Rheinboldt [6] , the method of local variations of Banitchouk, Petrov and Chemousko [3] , and the convergence theory described in Section 1.3 of Polak [7] . Step 0: For m = l,2,...,n, set dm -em, d^= -em; set i = 0, 'ja0>.Sa09Van9HBH.
Step 1: Compute g(z.).
Step 2: If j < 2n, set j » j + 1 and go to Step 3; else, set j -1 and go to step 3.
Step 3: Set e.
• min{6,v}.
Step 4; Compute g(z.+e.d.).
Step and go to Step 8; else, go to Step 12.
Step 8 :. Set k • 0.
Step 9: Compute g(z±-& v).
Step 10: If
and go to Step 2; else, go to
Step 11.
Step 11; If k < £, set k = k + 1, and go to step 9, else, go to
Step 12.
Step 12: If s < 2n, go to Step 13; else, set s » 0, 6...» 6/2 and.go to
Step 13.
Step 13; If w « z^go to step 2; else, set H -H, z -« oj, i • i+1 and go to step 2. [7] If g(z.)^0, then, after at most a finite number of halvings of 6
In constructing the above algorithm, we thought of our problem as being min{-|flg(z)B2|z^!Rn}, rather than as that of finding azero of g('). Our algorithm uses the method of local variations (see
in
Step 12, the algorithm will construct a point z,^, with «g(zi+1)« < »g(z±)l.
Proof: If H"1 exists and for k <. A (7) can be satisfied, then the proposition follows directly. If either H does not exist and/or for k <_ I (7) cannot be satisfied, then the algorithm becomes the method of local variations, and the proposition follows from the fact that this method jams up only at points z± satisfying G^) g(z^-0. (see [7] ,p.43). 
flH"1! <_b, only, is allowed in the construction z±+1 =z± -3^± g(z±)). Thus algorithm (3) satisfies the assumptions of theorem (1.3.66) in
00 [7] which yields that the sequence {a^^n. converges. 
Lemma: Suppose that assumptions (l(i)-l(iv)) are satisfied and that

IcC.^.j -J-[8(zi.k+ci_ke;)) -8(^)1"
-• 1 [G(z±) -G(zi-k+tei-kej)]ejdtll o 1 <lI i«1-•1.k-t«1.k«J J A Idt 1 •'0 k-+ f c 'Vk -2i-k-lB)dt «Ld.±-^+f i.^-a. +1 aZi_k_r^i).19. 9g(zi-.H^1g(z1))»2 --IgO^)!!2 -2<G(z1)Tg(z1), H'Vz^> -8- -1_,_ *x"-l.
+2( (l-8)«H;1g(zi), 0(«r.H;lg(«1))TG(»1-^g(«t))H; g(«t
To simplify the expressions in (19), let G±(s) -G(zi-sHi g^) ) and (i.e., the R-order of algorithm (3) is Tn> where R-order is defined by (9.2.5) in [6] ).
G. (s)hT -*• I as i •> », and G(z.)hT + I as i + », where I is the nxn identity matrix. Therefore, given any a € (0, -r), it follows from (20)
Proof: Let N be such that lemmas (14) and (17) -z) expected, that the total computing time needed to reach Bg(z )ll £ 10 was much smaller with our secant method than with Newton's method.
Ilzi+1 -zll =H(2i-z) -H^1(g(zi) -g(z))
C1 < I I \ (I-H*1G(z+s(z±
Conclusion
A limited amount of numerical experimentation indicates that algorithm (3) is a highly efficient method for solving equations in several variables. In application to boundary value problems, it is subject to the same difficulties as the Newton method, whenever these difficulties are caused by the ill-conditioning of the Jacobian matrix G(z). In the case of Newton's method, it is sometimes possible to reduce this ill-conditioning by means of a nonlinear transformation such as the one due to Abramov [1] . It remains to be seen whether it is possible to graft Abramov1s procedure onto a secant method such as ours without destroying its efficiency and without creating unreasonable storage demands.
Finally, it should be pointed out that when used for solving boundary value problems, to obtain greater efficiency, the method should be modified so as to determine adaptically the required integration precision at each iteration. A general theory indicating how this is to be performed is given in Appendix A of [7] , while two specific examples can be found in [5] and [8] .
